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ABSTRACT 
Pedestrian detection is one of the most challenging and vital tasks of 
driver assistance systems (DAS). Among several algorithms devel
oped for human detection, histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) 
followed by support vector machine (SVM) has shown the most 
promising results. This paper presents a hardware accelerator for 
real-time pedestrian detection at different scales to fulfill the real
time requirements of DAS. It proposes an algorithmic modifica
tion to the conventional multi-scale object detection by means of 
HOG+SVM to increase the throughput and maintain the accuracy 
reasonably high. Our hardware accelerator detects pedestrians at 
the rate of 60 fps for HDTV (1080xl 920) frame. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Driver assistance systems (DAS) are getting more popular in the 
modern cars to provide safer travels for people, and pedestrian 
detection as one of the major and crucial tasks of DAS, has attracted 
lots of attention in recent years. The accurate detection as well as the 
hard real-time requirements of the task has kept it yet in the center 
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of attention of many researchers and automotive companies. While 
accurate detection requires more sophisticated and complicated 
algorithms and consequently higher computational complexity, 
every second of the time given to the driver to react in critical 
situations becomes vital and decisive. 

The perception-brake reaction time (PRT) which is defined as the 
amount of time since the hazardous signal has occurred until when 
the driver has reacted to that has a wide varying value for different 
drivers and different environmental conditions. Parameters that 
may affect PRT are the weather, visual acuity, driver expectation, 
and driver alertness which in turn depends on the driver character, 
age, and cognitive load [8]. PRT could range between 0.7 second 
to around 1.5 seconds or more; however, for ease of use we may 
consider the nominal value of 1.5 seconds for it [8]. Other than 
driver reaction, it takes a while for the vehicle to get fully stopped 
since the brake has been pushed, depending on the initial speed 
and deceleration as well as the road friction. Considering a value 
of 6.5m/s2 for the vehicle deceleration, the braking distance in 
case of traveling at the speed of 50Km/h would be 14.84m. In the 
case of 70Km/h the braking distance increases to 29.16m. The total 
stopping distance of the vehicle is the sum of braking distance 
and perception reaction distance. Assuming l.5s for the perception 
reaction time, the total stopping distance at these two speeds would 
be 35.68m and 58.23m respectively. Therefore the DAS should be 
capable of detecting objects within around 20m to 60m of distance 
from the vehicle while the detection time should be minimized as 
much as possible. 

Extracting the HOG features from the image and applying SVM 
classifier to them has shown promising result for detection of hu
man and has been used in several works either in its original or 
modified version. While the algorithm has shown competent detec
tion results, the processing time and required computational load 
is yet an issue for real-time embedded applications. 

We present a hardware accelerator for real-time pedestrian de
tection by employing the HOG feature extractor presented in [10] , 
followed by our novel feature scaling module and several instances 
of SVM classifiers to detect the human presence at different sizes 
and distances. Parallel and deep pipelined architecture of the HOG 
feature extractor and SVM classifier has led to high throughput 
while minimizing the memory utilization for the intermediate result 



storage between the extractor and classifier stages. We introduce 
new method of HOG feature scaling to generate feature pyramids 
instead of image pyramid for fast scale variant object detection with 
reasonable accuracy. Employing several instances of the SVM clas
sifier could provide real-time multiple object detection capability 
which is highly demanded in applications such as driver assistance 
systems. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A review of state 
of the art implementations for pedestrian detection is provided in 
Section 2. An overview of HOG and SVM algorithms is presented 
in Section 3. Description of our own method in using HOG feature 
pyramid instead of image pyramid and supporting mathematical 
analysis are explained in Section 4. Section 5 explains the hardware 
implementation. Concluding remarks are discussed in Section 6. 

2 RELATED WORKS 
Several works have been done in the area of pedestrian detection to 
improve the detection efficiency by introducing new or improved 
versions of current methods in different stages of detection, i.e. fea
ture extraction, and classification [9, 12, 13, 19]. Some researchers 
have introduced new pedestrian datasets or an extension to the 
current available datasets to cover more human poses and environ
mental conditions resulting in more robust trained model for their 
classifier [6]. Some others have focused on improving the feature 
extraction algorithms to achieve higher detection accuracy [ 4, 16]. 
Among several available detection algorithms, combination of HOG 
feature extractor and SVM classifier has shown promising results 
and has been widely used in different implementations of pedes
trian detection [9, 15]. It has also been employed in detection of 
other object classes such as vehicles and has shown reasonably 
accurate detection results compared to the other vehicle detection 
algorithms widely used [17]. 

A parallel array processing engine for a generic SVM classifier is 
implemented on FPGA [ 11] to handle multi class object detection in 
real time applications. Their presented array architecture provides 
scalable array size based on hardware demands so that it could be 
adapted to specific application. Mishra et al (14] implemented a 
hardware accelerator for simultaneous image resizing to support 
scale-invariant object detection while improving the execution 
time of detection. Hahnle et al. (9] employed SVM classifier with 
the sliding window over the original and resized input images to 
perform pedestrian detection at multiple scales. They considered 
eighteen different scales of pedestrian and managed to satisfy real 
time constraints by introducing the paradigm of time multiplexing 
over six instances of HOG feature extractor and SVM classifier. 
Their time-multiplex approach is implemented by reconfiguration 
of scaling modules. 

Dollar et al. [ 4] introduced fast feature pyramids for object detec
tion where multi-resolution image features are extracted from the 
feature descriptor by extrapolation for nearby scales. Checking the 
results of both pedestrian detection and general object detection for 
various available datasets, they have shown that the approximation 
does not sacrifice performance [ 4]. Their approach reduced the 
required image resizing scales by a factor of IO resulting in lower 
computation load during feature extraction. In [ 5] Dollar et al. have 
approximated the feature response in nearby scales to address the 
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Figure 1: Detection block diagram based on HOG feature ex
tractor and SVM classifier. 

bottleneck of image pyramid construction in object detection algo
rithms. They generated trained SVM models in various scales and 
applied them to windows of different sizes during the classification. 
In [l] different scales are handled during the training of SVM clas
sifier, transferring the computation from test time to training time. 
They achieved 135 fps detection by reverting the approach of the 
detector introduced in [5] to avoid input image resizing at different 
scales. 

We present a hardware accelerator of multi-scale pedestrian 
detector implemented on a Zynq FPGA development board for real
time applications. Multi-scale detection is achieved by scaling the 
HOG features instead of the original image, which has been done 
in previous works to increase the detection speed for real-time 
applications. Generating HOG feature pyramids by using HOG 
features at original scale is based on the results generated by MAT
LAB simulations. Our design is capable of detecting human in high 
resolution HDTV image at two different scales and at the rate of 
60fps to fulfill the requirements of real-time pedestrian detection 
in driver assistance system. 

3 DETECTION ALGORITHM 
The principle of object detection includes two different stages of 
feature extraction and object classification where specific features of 
an image are extracted at the first step, and based on the calculated 
features the classifier decides whether the object belongs to the 
specific class or not. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of object 
detection using HOG feature extractor followed by SVM classifier. 
In this method, the HOG features are first calculated and then 
together with the model data, which is trained for specific object 
class, are fed to the classifier. Initially, the gradients within small 
divided parts of the image, called cells, are computed. Then the 
orientation histogram would be generated based on the resulted 
gradients within each cell. 

3.1 HOG Feature Extraction 
HOG features are defined based on the fact that the local appear
ance of an object can be described by its local intensity gradient 
distribution so that even without precise information of the in
tensity and its gradient for each pixel, the object shape could be 
characterized well enough for the purpose of detection [2, 3] . Cal
culating HOG features incorporates dividing the input image into 
small parts called cells, normally 8x8 pixels as shown in Figure 2 
and then calculating the gradient histogram for each cell. These 
histograms are then normalized in the next stage to suppress the 
effect of different local brightness and contrast in the image [2, 3]. 
Histogram of orientation for each cell in the image is generated 
based on the value of m(x, y) and 8(x, y) where fx(x, y) and fy(x, y) 
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Figure 2: Cell, block, and detection window in HOG algo
rithm. Each cell is defined as an area of 8x8 pixels and each 
block includes four adjacent cells providing overlap with 
their neighbouring blocks. Detection window is 64x128 pix
els equivalent to 8x16 cells. Sliding each window by one cell 
either in vertical or horizontal direction results in a new de
tection window. 

are defined as the gradient in horizontal and vertical directions re
spectively. Orientation bins are defined by dividing the interval of 
[O, n) evenly to the number of orientations. 

m(x,y) = ~f:}(x,y) + fJ(x,y) 

fy(x,y) 
8(x, y) = arctan --;:----( ) 

JX X,y 

(1) 

(2) 

Number of orientations is assumed equal to 9 since it has shown 
better results in the case of human detection [3]. Two nearest bins 
to each gradient direction would be updated each by a score which 
is based on the magnitude of gradient as well as the distance of 
gradient angle to the edge angle of each bin [2] . The final step in 
HOG feature extraction is the normalization process across the 
group of adjacent cells defined as blocks. 

3.2 SVM Classification 
Once the features are extracted they could be fed to the classifier. 
Within the classification stage several windows of image descriptor 
are evaluated for the presence of specified object. 

Linear SVM classifier is a binary classifier which could be trained 
by an object dataset including both positive and negative sets. Once 
classifier is trained, it constructs a hyper-plane by its support vec
tors which defines either a specific set offeatures belongs to a class 
of objects or not [18]. SVM classifier looks for the answer of the 
equation (3) in a way that w is minimized so that E(w), the total 
hinge loss, is minimized. 

,t 1 n 
E(w) = - llwll 2 + - 2:: max{O, 1 - y;(w, x)} (3) 

2 n i=l 

During the detection and at classification stage, linear SVM clas
sifier compares the test data with model data by evaluating the 
equation (4) Where w is the weight vector calculated and obtained 
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Figure 3: Setup test for two scenarios of (a) Conventional de
tection method (b) Proposed detection method. 

during the training stage and b is the bias which is a constant value 
extracted from the training phase. 

y(x) = w .x + b (4) 

During the classification stage, the dot product of weight vector 
with each feature vector xis calculated and added to the bias value. 
The resulted y(x) defines whether the feature vector belongs to the 
specific class of objects or not by checking its sign as 

{ 
y(x) > 0 ~positive 

y(x) < 0 ~negative 

4 MULTI-SCALE DETECTION 

(5) 

(6) 

Object detection by means of HOG feature extractor and SVM 
classifier includes several iterations of image scanning at different 
scales due to the scale invariant nature of HOG features [2, 3]. HOG 
feature extraction is considered as an intensively computational 
stage of the detection process. The computational complexity is 
increased when multi-scale object detection is required as image 
pyramid should be constructed by down-sampling the original 
image at several scales to fit the scaled object within the constant 
size detection window. 

We propose a modified HOG+SVM detection method for multi
scale object detection in which the normalized HOG features are 
down-sampled to detect different sizes of the object within an image. 
By shifting the scale pyramid generation stage to the later stages 
after the feature extraction, the computational complexity will be 
reduced significantly. The INRIA person dataset has been used to 
verify the effect of our proposed modification. The original dataset 
was used to provide an SVM model for pedestrian by training 
a linear SVM with the extracted HOG features in LibLinear [7]. 
The model was then used to check the detection accuracy where 
98.03753 detection rate was obtained. The original test dataset of 
INRIA was then up-sampled by using the scale value of 1.1 to 2 
with the step size of 0.1 to generate a test dataset for human at 
various window sizes from 64x128 to 128x256. 

The verification was done by applying the up-sampled test dataset 
to two different configurations of detector as shown in Figure 3. The 
first configuration follows the conventional method of HOG+SVM 
detection where the image is first resized to the detection window 
size and then the features are extracted and fed to the classifier. 
The second configuration shows our proposed method in which 



Figure 4: ROC curves for different test scenarios. 

the HOG features are extracted at the first stage and then the fea
tures are resized to match the detection window size equal to the 
dimension of trained SVM model. Detection accuracy was calcu
lated and compared for these two different methods to verify the 
feasibility and reliability of our proposed method. Test dataset has 
1126 images that include human, called as positive test images as 
well as 4530 negative test images where there is no human in them. 
Negative test windows have been randomly sampled from INRIA 
negative images as advised in [3]. Results of the comparison in
cluding the detection accuracy as well as the number of correctly 
detected positive and negative test images are presented in Table 1. 

Obtained results for the accuracy shows that at near original 
scales, up to the scale value of around 1.5, our proposed method 
outperforms the conventional method while as the scale value 
increases from 1.5 to higher values, down-sampled HOG features 
are not as promising as the resized image. 

The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves are plotted 
for different test scenarios. For the purpose of comparison, the ROC 
curves for two different scaling methods at original size and for 
the scale value of 1.1 are shown in Figure 4 . The Area Under the 
Curve (AUC) and Equal Error Rate (EER) are shown to give an idea 
on how well each classifier is working. AUC which in ideal case 
is equal to one is considered as an indicator of the overall quality 
of the classifier and EER is the error rate at the point where both 
false positive and false negative rates are equal. False negatives are 
the number of test images in which the presence of the pedestrian 
has not been detected by the classifier while false positives are the 
number of images without any pedestrian which are wrongly con
sidered to include human. The trade-off between the false positives 
and false negatives could be handled by varying the threshold in 
the classifier. 

5 IMPLEMENTATION 
The hardware accelerator of pedestrian detector including HOG 
feature extractor and SVM classifier is implemented on Zynq devel
opment board by HDL description. Multi-scale pedestrian detection 
is considered in the implementation due to the fact that extracted 
features are not scale invariant and detection of pedestrians with 
different size and distance is required. Generally for object detec
tion by means of HOG features, image pyramid is generated from 
the input image and features are extracted for several scales fol
lowed by classification stage for each of them [2]. However, since 
histogram generation is the most computational intensive part of 

Table 1: Detection accuracy and number of true positives, 
and true negatives for different scales of original image and 
HOG feature, examined on INRIA dataset. 

Scale Accuracy True Pos. True Neg. 
1 98.03753 1083 4462 

Image HOG Image HOG Image HOG 
1.1 96.94133 97 .80763 1102 1053 4381 4479 
1.2 96.92363 97.57783 1100 1038 4382 4481 
1.3 96.88833 97.41873 1103 1019 4377 4491 
1.4 97 .08273 97 .71923 1102 1039 4389 4488 
1.5 97.48943 97.24193 1093 1017 4421 4483 

the detection chain, calculating HOG features for several scales 
would impose high computational load and inevitably results either 
in long processing time or high resource utilization based on the 
implementation. 

Our implementation includes the scaling module which down
scale the HOG features instead of resizing the original image. In 
this way we have escaped from the repetition of computational 
intensive task of histogram generation and consequently higher 
throughput is achieved while maintaining reasonably low resource 
utilization. Due to the high computational load of SVM algorithm 
and considering the fact that the computation should be repeated 
for each sliding window on the image, fully parallel and pipelined 
architecture is required to fulfill the requirements of real-time de
tection. However extracting the parallelism through the algorithms 
are always challenged by several constraints among them memory 
access bandwidth is the most notable one. The challenge of memory 
bandwidth would be tougher once the memory access pattern in 
different stages of calculation is changing. The memory storage 
pattern which suits the HOG feature extractor stage is not neces
sarily the best option for the following stage of SVM classifier since 
classification is applied to each window of 64x128 while histograms 
are generated for each row of cells in the image as the input pixels 
are swept horizontally. In order to leverage the parallel architecture 
of FPGA for both HOG feature extractor and SVM classifier in the 
most optimized way, we have employed specific memory storage 
pattern as well as specific structure for calculation units within the 
classifier components. 

Hemmati et al. [10] introduced an efficient memory structure 
for the storage of normalized HOG features by dividing the cells 
into four different groups and storing the final results of HOG 
extractor in 16 different memory banks . We use a similar memory 
structure for our HOG extractor and reduce the storage element 
of NHOGMem to be used just as the middle buffer. Ensuring that 
our classifier is as fast as the previous HOG extractor stage we 
have reduced the size of NHOGMEM to store only 18 rows of cells 
instead of 135 rows which was used in [10]. 

Figure 5 shows the block diagram of implemented hardware 
for pedestrian detection including the HOG feature extractor and 
SVM classification block which itself contains the scaling module 
required for multi-scale detection. During the initial stage of de
tection, normalized HOG features are calculated and stored in a 
temporary storage element with specific pattern to provide the 
required memory access bandwidth for the next stage. When the 
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Figure 5: Block diagram of implemented hardware for pedestrian detector including HOG feature extractor and SVM classifier. 

Figure 6: Multi-scale classification accomplished by a series 
of pipelined down-scaling modules which resize the HOG 
feature of prior scale. Temporary feature memories at each 
scale provide required data for SVM classifiers as well as 
next level down-scaling module. 

buffered feature data are ready to be fed to the classifier, the model 
data would be also fed to the classifier at the same time and the 
dot product between each feature vector and model data would 
be calculated. Pedestrian model is the weight vector resulted from 
off-line training process for pedestrian dataset which is stored in a 
separate memory to be accessed by several instances of SVM clas
sifiers, detecting the pedestrian in different scales of image. Each 
detection window is consisted of 16x8 blocks and each of the blocks 
has the feature vector of 36 elements. Parallelizing SVM classifier 
as well as moving the scaling block post HOG feature extraction 
stage has resulted in significant throughput increase. 

Figure 6 shows how multi-scale classification is achieved by 
down-scaling the HOG features . Temporary and partial data stor
age and data access for several features are managed through the 
pipelined implementation. As discussed previously, one of the main 
bottlenecks in achieving high throughput is the high demand of 
memory access in object detection algorithms. During several stages 
of the processing, calculated values should be stored to be accessed 
for further processing in the following stages. In many cases the 
calculated values generated within a stage could not be sent directly 
to the following stage, as the next stage requires some other data 
before it could be able to start its function. In such scenarios using 
storage elements seems inevitable, however updating the memo
ries by the end of one processing stage and reading back the data 
from memory in the next stage will result in delayed function of 
processing blocks and consequently, will reduce the throughput. It 
will also result in higher memory utilization in the system. We have 
managed the data transmission between several stages of feature 
scaling by employing only temporary data storage and pipelined 
structure as shown in Figure 7. Scaling modules are implemented 

by shift-and-add instead of multiplier to keep resource utilization 
as low as possible. 

Data access in SVM classifier is also managed through pipelined 
structure of classifier compatible with feature memory which pro
vides access to 16 different HOG features through 16 memory banks. 
However, the previous memory stage provides 16 simultaneous 
data; those are not the ones in one column of the window which 
is required to be available at the same time for the classifier. SVM 
classifier is capable of calculating the dot product for two block 
columns every 72 clock cycles by circling through four different 
categories of feature data groups, i.e. LU, RU, LB, and RB as in
troduced in [10]. It is possible to access the whole feature of two 
blocks through 72 cycles. Consequently, after the initial 288 cycles 
required for the buffer to get full, every 36 clock cycles one column 
of blocks is read from memory and multiplied in the trained SVM 
model. 

Once the challenge of memory access is addressed, the paral
lel structure of SVM classifier could be employed efficiently. To 
increase the throughput as much as possible so that real-time re
quirements are satisfied, we have defined a deep pipelined parallel 
architecture for the classifier calculation stage. The importance 
of high throughput would be realized once maintaining the same 
processing speed at both stages of feature extraction and classifica
tion results to eliminate unnecessary storage elements. As the data 
features for one column of the window are fed to the classifier the 
dot product would be calculated by 16 different MAC units each 
responsible for multiplication and accumulation which is required 
in dot product. Each block in the window has 36 feature data which 
requires the MACBAR to calculate all of them through 36 cycles. 
Once one column completes the calculation the data would be piped 
through the next MACBAR. Consequently, once all eight MACBAR 
units are fed with the data, the classifier can calculate the SVM 
result for window every 36 cycles. Therefore one window of fea
tures is processed and evaluated by the classifier for the presence 
of pedestrian object. This continues until the window of image 
reaches to the end of the row when another 288 cycles are required 
to fill the SVM buffer. Consequently, the classifier can complete its 
job for a frame of image within 1200420 clock cycles. Considering 
the fact that our design is running at 125MHz, each frame of image 
is processed within less than lOms. Figure 7 shows MACBAR paral
lel architecture, which is consisted of 16 MAC working in parallel 
each fed with a model data and data feature separately. Figure 8 
shows the parallel and pipelined architecture of the SVM classifier, 
which is consisted of 8 parallel MACBAR computation unit. The 



Figure 7: MACBAR parallel architecture. 

Table 2: Resource utilization of hardware accelerator. 

LUT FF LUTRAM BRAM DSP48 BUFG 
26051 I 40190 I 383 I 98.5 18 1 

49.613 I 31.113 I 2.283 1 13.213 8.183 3.133 

feature data fed to the classifier are pipelined through eight stages 
calculating 8 columns of a window. 

Table 2 shows a summary of resource utilization for the hardware 
accelerator implemented on Zynq ZC7020. Due to the memory 
limitations only two scales of HOG features have been considered 
in the classification process. However, by employing a larger device 
with more resources, the design could be easily extended to cover 
several scales for human detection which improves the accuracy by 
including a wider range of pedestrian size and distance. Our design 
running at 125 MHz, is capable of real-time detection for HDTV 
(1080xl 920) frame at the speed of 60 fps. 

6 CONCLUSION 
A hardware accelerator for multi-scale pedestrian detection was 
presented for real-time driver assistance system. It is based on the 
modification made to the conventional algorithm to avoid repeti
tive calculations of HOG features at different scales and increase 
the detection speed. Generating scale pyramids of HOG features 
based on the calculated HOG features from the first stage reduced 
the computational complexity and increased the detection speed. 
Results show that the proposed method has not affected the de
tection accuracy more than 23 while reduced the computational 
complexity effectively. Mathematical analysis conducted in MAT
LAB for INRIA dataset shows that as long as down-sampling is done 
with the scale value of less than 1.5 the results for the modified 
method outperform the conventional algorithm with regards to the 
detection accuracy. 

Within the modified algorithm, the feature extractor stage has 
been integrated with the scaling stage and subsequently the clas
sifier stage. Our novel memory access approach in integration of 
these processing stages has maintained the high throughput rate 
obtained in the first processing stage. Moreover, the fully parallel 
architecture of SVM classifier has provided the capability of simul
taneous classification for the sliding detection window within a 
frame. Current implementation can detect pedestrian objects at two 

Figure 8: SVM Classifier parallel and pipelined architecture. 

different scales for an HDTV frame within 16.6ms which results in 
feasibility of detection for 60fps HDTV stream. 
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